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DPW Series Racks 
*Note: The DPW Rack is a one size fits all for the 2020 – 2021 Model year for Chevy/GMC, Dodge & Ford 

Pickup Series Vehicles 

**Note: Your Rack is tubular design with open channels for routing wiring for accessories mounted to the 

rack 

***Note Your Rack is not intended to be mounted forward of the vertical plane created by the exterior 

forward bed wall extended to the horizontal height of the cab 

1) Unpack the four major components: DPW rack, left and right mounting feet, and 

mounting kit. 

2) Mounting Kit includes: T-Stop Grip, bolts, washers & lock washers, mounting foot 

adhesive backed gaskets, adhesive backed DPW rack spacers, end caps.  See Fig.1 

3) Locate the truck bed forward ‘side bed extender recess’ detail near the rear window of 

the truck 

4) The NOSLO T-Stop Grip (item 9) will be inserted into the rectangular bed recess to assist 

in securing the rack assembly through the slotted hole in the base of the mounting foot 

5) Take the mounting feet (items 6 & 7), hand start the ½ inch by 2-½ inch bolts into the 

press-nut just a few threads should show on the other side. 

6) Stick the adhesive foam pad (item 8) to the bottom of the mounting foot 

7) Holding the T-Stop Grip place it at an angle allowing it to be recessed into the bed 

extender hole 

8) Being assisted or by holding the mounting foot pressure push the T-Stop grip through 

the foam pad bringing the threads exposed on top of the foot 

9) Hand tighten the nut (items 13, 14, 15) on top and two bolts on each foot so slight 

adjustments can be made and so the main vertical rack can be installed.  Repeat for left 

and right mounting foot 

10) Peel the adhesive liner from the spacer (item 16) and place the spacer into the “U” 

channel of the mounting foot with the long edge pressed against the welded side of the 

channel. 

11) Set vertical rack in foot slots moving the rack left and right so as to be even and level, 

insert the provided ½ inch bolts, flat washer and lock washer loosely while making 

adjustments 

12) Once the rack and mounting feet are satisfactorily aligned, tighten the bolts and nuts of 

the mounting foot and the four bolts securing the rack tightly to those bed mounts 
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Figure 1. 
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